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William paley natural theology summary

And when I cross the donated, let's say I threw my foot against the stone and they asked me how the stone got there, so that I could answer that for everything I knew the opposite, it lay there forever; it might also not be very easy to show the absurdity of this answer. But if I found an hour on the floor and had to ask how
that clock happened, i shouldn't have thought of the answer I gave - yes, for all I know, the clock could always be there. Why wouldn't that answer serve both an hour and a stone? why in the second case is not as permissible as in the first case? For this reason and for no other reason; viz., that when we get to examine
the clock, we perceive (what we could not detect in stone) that its several parts are framed and stacked for a purpose, e.g. that they are designed and adapted to produce movement, and that it is so arranged that the hour of the day is indicated; that if different parts were shaped differently from what they are, if they were
different from the size they are, or given in any other way or in any order other than that in which they are given, no proposals would be made in the machine at all, or none that would respond to the use it is currently serving. To calculate some of the plainest of these parts, and their offices, all of which relate to one
result:— We see a cylindrical box containing a soaked elastic spring that, with its quest to relax, turns around the box. We then observe a flexible chain (artificially fortyneded for flexibility) that communicates the operation of the spring from the box to the fuse. Then we find a series of wheels whose teeth are caught and
applied to each other, leading movements from fuse to balance, and from balance to pointer, and at the same time by the size and shape of these wheels, by regulating this proposal to end in causing the index, with an equation and measured progression to overtake a certain space at any given time. We notice that the
wheels are made of the g haveen to make them rust; springs of steel, no other metal is so elastic; that glass is on the face of the watch, material employed in no other part of the work, but in a room in which, if there was a different angle of the transparent substance, the watch could not be seen without opening the case.
This mechanism to be observed (requires a real examination of the instrument and perhaps some previous insights on this subject in order to understand it and understand it; but, as we said, noticed and understood)) the determination, we think, is inevitable that the clock should have been a manufacturer; that it must
exist, at some point and at another point or another, artificial or artificial, which they have the purpose to which we are actually responsible; who understood its construction and designed its use. I. Nor would it, I infer, weaken that we have not yet seen the clock that has been made; that we never knew the artist who
could make it; that we were unable to carry out this work or to understand how it was carried out; all of this, which applies to some excellent remnants of ancient art, some lost art and the generality of humanity, more curious productions of contemporary production. Does one man in a million know how the oval frames
turn? Ignorance of this kind elevates our opinion of the invisible and unknown artist's skills if he was invisible and unknown, but it does not raise doubts in our thoughts about the existence and agency of such an artist, in some former time, and in some place or another. Nor can I comprehend that in all cases it differs
whether the issue is related to a human agent or agent of another kind or an agent who has a different nature in some respects. II. Secondly, this would not invalidate our conclusion that the clock sometimes went wrong, or that it rarely went exactly right. The purpose of the machine, design and designer could be
evident, but in the event it would be obvious, regardless of how we took into account the irregularity of the movement, whether or not we could take this into account. The machine does not have to be perfect to show what design was made; still less necessary, where the only question is whether it was made with any
form at all. [1] III Thirdly, there would be no doubt in the argument if there were some parts of the clock that could not be detected or not yet detected, in what way they affected the overall effect; or even certain parts relating to the need to determine whether they had any chance of doing so. As regards the first branch of
the case, if the loss or disruption or degradation of the parts concerned has effectively stopped or disrupted the clock, or is disturbed, or retarded, there would be no doubt that it would remain in our mind as to the usefulness or purpose of those parts, even if we should not investigate the way in which or the connection to
which the end effect depends on their operation or assistance; and the more complex the machine is, the more it is possible that this ambiguity occur. As regards the second point, there are, therefore, parts which could be spared without prejudice to the movement of the clock and that it proved it by attempting, those
superfluous parts, even if they were fully protected to be such, would not have omitted the reasoning which we had put forward in relation to other parts. Indication of contrivance almost as it was before. IV. Fourth, no man would in his sense think that there is a clock with different machines, so to say that it is one
possible combination of material forms; that everything he found at the place where he found the watch contained some internal configuration or other; and that this configuration can be a structure that is now exhibited, viz., part of the clock, as well as a different structure. Mr. Fifth, it would also not be satisfactory to
answer his enquiries that there is a principle of order in the realms of order which has put parts of the guard into its current form and position. He never knew a clock made according to the principle of order; nor can he outlaw the idea of what the principle of order means, separate from the intelligence of the watchman.
VI, sixth, you'd be surprised to hear that the mechanism of the clock is not a demonstration of hostility, but just a motive to think so. VII. And no less surprised to be informed that the clock in his hand is nothing more than a result of laws of a metallic nature. The perversion of language is that any law is assigned as an
effective, operational cause of anything. The law presupposes the agent; this is only the way in which the agent leaves; means power; the order in which those powers operate. Without this agent, without that power, both of you separated from oneself, marriage does nothing, it's nothing. The term of a true metallic nature
may sound strange and cruel to the philosophical ear; however, it seems justifiable as some others who are better known to him, such as the law of a herbal nature, the law of animal nature, or, in fact, as the law of nature in general, when assigned as the cause of phenomena in the exclusion of agency and power, or
when replaced in the place of these. VIII. Our observer would not be expelled from his conclusion or from trusting his truth by telling him that he knew nothing about this matter. He knows enough about his argument: he knows the usefulness of the end: he knows the under-coolness and adjusts the funds to the end.
These points, which are known, his ignorance of other points, his doubts regarding other points, do not affect the certainty of his reasoning. The awareness that he knows little must not forget the mistrust of what he knows... Every sign of compression, every manifestation of design that existed in the clock, exists in parts
of nature; with a difference, on the side of nature, be bigger and more, and take in a level that exceeds all computers. I think that the compresses of nature go beyond the pleasures of art, complexity, subtlety and curiosity and, if possible, exceed them in number and diversity; but in a multitude of cases they are no less
obvious mechanical, not less obvious, no less obvious, that they are at their end, or are suitable for their office, such as the most complete productions of human evasiveness... Natural sciences: or, Evidence of the existence and attributes of the divinity; Collected from the appearances of nature The title of the page of the
first American edition of AuthorWilliam PaleyJezikEnglishGenreChristian apologetics, philosophy of religionAueau publisherR. Faulder, LondonJohn Morgan, PhiladelphiaAsh date 1802 Natural Theology or Evidences of the Existence and Attributes of the Deity is 1802 the work of Christian apologetics and the philosophy
of religion of the English priest William Paley (1743–1805). The book highlights his arguments from natural mythology to make a teleological argument for the existence of God, especially starting with the analogy of the watchman. The book was written as part of a natural history tradition. In the early centuries,
theologians such as John Ray and William Derham, as well as philosophers of classical times such as Cicero, defended the existence and goodness of God from the general good of living beings and the physical world. Paley's Natural Theology is a widespread argument, drawn around a range of cases, including clock
search; comparing the eye with a telescope; and the existence of finely adapted mechanical structures in animals, such as joints, which act as hinges or spheres and sockets made of manmade. Paley argues that all of this leads to an intelligent Creator, and that the system is more than the sum of its parts. The last
chapters are of a more theological nature and argue that God's attributes must be sufficient for the extent of his action, and that God must be good, because the models seen in nature are useful. The book has been rescinded several times and remains in print. This continues to be consulted by creationists. Charles
Darwin took his arguments seriously and responded to them; Evoluci biologists, such as Stephen Jay Gould and Richard Dawkins, also responded to such ideas by referring to Paley's book. Context The main thrust of William Paley's argument in Natural Theology is that God's creation of the whole creation can be seen
in general happiness, or goodies, which is evident in the physical and social order of things. This lays out a book in the broad tradition of enlightened science; and this explains why Paley based much of his thoughts on John Ray (1691), William Derham (1711) and Bernard Nieuwentyt (1750). [1] Paley's argument is built
primarily on anatomy and natural history. On my part, he says: I take my position in human anatomy; elsewhere insists on the necessity, in each individual case, of the intelligent design mind for and the determination of the forms worn by organised bodies. In his argument, Paley employed the widest range of metaphors
and analogies. Perhaps his analogy between the clock and the world is perhaps the most familiar. Historians, philosophers and theologians often call it the urnar analogy. Based on this mechanical analogy, Paley presents examples from planetary astronomy and argues that regular solar system movements similarly
work on a giant clock. For better views, he cites the work of his old friend John Law and Dublin astronomer Royal John Brinkley. [4] The call of ideas is found in ancient writers who used sundials and Ptolemaic epicycles to illustrate the divine order of the world. These types of examples can be seen in the work of the
ancient philosopher Cicero, especially in his De Natura Deorum, II. 87 and 97. [5] The analogy of the clock was often used in the Enlightenment by deists and Christians. Outline The first page of Natural Theology, the introduction of Paley's version of the analogy of urnar Chapter I. Chapter II. The status of the argument



continued Now the clock can reproduce. Paley says the watchmaker must have the power and special purpose. chapter III. Using the argument Paley says it's atheism, I don't agree with the watchman's argument. It compares the eye to the telescope and the hard from the eye structure. Chapter IV Succession of plants
and animals Paley claims from the characteristics of plant seeds and animal eggs. Chapter V. The use of the argument continues The argument extends to all organized parts of nature. Paley examines whether she could just get an opportunity to explain these, and finish no. Chapter VI. The argument cumulatively there
is no argument, writes Paley, except the urgency of the intelligent creator can explain the eye (or any other elaborate living structure). Chapter VII. From mechanical and non-mechanical parts and functions of animals and vegetables, animals use muscles to move; Even if we don't understand how they work, we can see
they work mechanically, argues Paley, moving the joints in and fro. Other organs such as the stomach act chemically to digest food. section VIII. Mechanical arrangement in the human frame Bones and joints form a mechanical structure with functions comparable to hinges, mortars and tenon, and balls and sockets of
joints, etc., to provide both support and appropriate flexibility. He compares his spine to the Iron Bridge at Bishop Wearmouth. Chapter IX. The muscles accurately refer to the joints, which are operated mechanically as wires and strings of mannequins. A complicated case is language. We also admire the muscles of the
sphincter. Chapter X. On the blood vessels of animal bodies Blood vessels and take into account the veins, valves of the heart, and separate functions of the arteries and veins. Paley argues that such functions as epiglottis could not form gradually (as with evolution). Chapter XI. The structure of the animal, which is
considered a mass paley, considers it the two-sided symmetry of the animal and how well packed all sensitive organs are, resulting in both beauty and usefulness. The anatomy of the Red Cross and the jaws of the history of British birds by William Yarrell; Paley said he was fit to operate in the crosshai and was fit.
chapter XII. Comparative anatomy Paley believes that the equivalents of human anatomy are in other animals. Human clothing is compared to fur, pen, pen and animal scales. The structure of the feathers is admired. The teeth and jaws of meat, biliums and edud are taken into account. Similarly, the adaptation of bird
bills for species such as cross, spoon and (long-billed) snipe is discussed. Chapter XIII. Paley's special organizations consider that organs that seem unas comparisonal, such as bird oil glands and fish bladders. Chapter XIV. Prospective Contrivances Paley considers what it looks like to see some structures be ready for
future action, such as the milk teeth of an infant prepared within hereditary dementias at birth. Similarly, foetal circulation is supported by temporary short contact with foramen and ductus arteriosus, as the lungs are not yet in use for breathing. Chapter XV. Relationships Paley considers how the whole system is more
than the sum of its parts. This looks like both in mechanical clock and in live systems. Chapter XVI. Compensation for the defect of one organ shall be eliminated by the structure of the other. The elephant, says Paley, has a short neck because his head is so heavy, but he has a long trunk in compensation that allows him
to reach for it. Similarly, the spider does not have wings that would allow it to hunt its flying prey, but it has a net and organs adapted to its production, which compensates for the lack. Chapter XVII. With regard to animated bodies for inanimate bodies of nature, such as wings of birds and fish poultry, they are explicitly
adapted to the surrounding elements of the air or water in which they operate. Chapter XVIII. Instinct instinct allows newly hatched young salmon to find food, but later mings into the sea and finally returns to its rivers to make it. Paley mentions insect ovipositors, such as ihneumoni, which can lay eggs deep in wood.
Chapter XIX. From We don't write a system of natural history, Paley begins, apologizing for not systematically covering every class. For some examples he mentions insects that are unique to them, because the antennas, the elytra (skely wing-cases), the ovipositors (called them awls) for laying eggs deep into plants or
wood, dots, proboscis from the bees, organ glowing worm and so on. Chapter XX. Plants that recognise that plants generally have less obvious evidence of a designed and studied mechanism than animals, Paley still adds some examples, such as parts of semen, susceptible germs protected by hard or drill tip, sprayed
with wings or other additives. Chapter XXI. From the elements Paley considers how the elements of water, air, etc. Chapter XXII. Astronomy Paley admits that astronomy is not the best evidence for the agency of the intelligent Creator, but it all equally indicates its magnificence. Chapter XXIII. The personality of the
Caress All the objects mentioned above show the realities of existence, which Paley claims to prove the personality of the Caress and claim that only persons can perceive or shape. Chapter XXIV. Of the natural attributes of God's divinity, the attributes of God must be, argues Paley, appropriate in the scale, scale and
multifacetedness of his action. Chapter XXV. The unity of the caressing paley argues that the unity of the plan seen in the universe points to a single God. Chapter XXVI. The goodness of God's caress must be good, argues Paley, because in many cases the models seen in nature are useful and because animals
perceive pleasure beyond what would be absolutely necessary. The pain is accepted to exist, but even such things as poisonous snake bites exist until the good end, namely defense or capture of prey. Pain also alleviates, as at intervals between acute gouache pain, which are beneficial to patients. The appearance of
possibility is also needed in the world. Chapter XXVII. Conclusion Paley concludes that natural biology offers a lot of evidence of God's goodeous, even if each would be sufficient. A lot of evidence suggests that the conclusion is stable, and together they can make a proper impression on those who study them. The first
edition of Natural Theology: or, Recordss of the Existence and Attributes of the Deity was published in London in 1802 by J. Faulder. [6] In the United States, the book was published and published by E Sargeant and the Company of New York on 15 December 1802. [7] Subsequent editions, published by E.S. Gorham,
contained revisions by F. LeGros Clark to bring them into line with contemporary science. [8] The book has been re-published in numerous editions by publishers in cities including London, Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh and Philadelphia. The 20th reprint was made in 1820. [9] Versions appeared in the years, including
1802, 1807, 1809, 1813, 1818, 1819, 1821, 1823, 1825, 1826, 1829, 1830, 1840, 1854 and many later years. The book remains in print, with the most recent editions for example in 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2014. The book was also undone again in the editions of Paley's collected works. It has been translated into
languages including French and Beehables. [10] Themes of conflict Scottish philosopher David Allan Ramsay was criticised in 1766 for the claims of design; He didn't live to see Paley's book. The philosophy of the Scottish philosopher David Hume (who died in 1776 before Paley put his arguments into Natural Theology)
has on several grounds criticised the arguments of the design. First, he refused to make an analogy between the world and a human artifact, such as the clock, because these are so inconsistent that any analogy must be very weak and unmanagent. Secondly, Hume argued that even if anyone had adopted an analogy,
he would not have demonstrated that the creator was infinite, good or completely intelligent,[11] nor that there was only one god creator. After all, written by Hume, what a shadow of the argument... Can you prove from your hypothesis the unity of Božinstvo? Many people join in the construction of a house or ship, in the
breeding of the city, in the trick of the Commonwealth; Why can't he unite the country anymore in contrivation and rural ization of the world? [12] In order to defend the first argument, Paley strongly defended the analogy, highlighting the complex mechanisms in living organisms that are seen as machines designed to
defend themselves, arguing that, in the sense that the animal is a machine, it is neither correct nor completely wrong. In response to the second argument, Paley tactically retreated from god's traditional attributes to a more limited definition, in which unity went no further than the unity of the adviser. It was sufficient for
God to show the plan, intelligence and forepreha, to have an unmissable power and to show goodness through a perceived design that was useful in a clear majority of cases. [13] Evolutionary biology: Buffon and Erasmus Darwin Early evolutionary ideas posed a new threat to the analogy between living organisms and
the formed object, as life differs in self-reproduction. In Chapter XXIII Paley explicitly rejected Buffon's concept of organic molecules, then turned to an unattributed concept: Another system that was recently submitted and, with great ingenuity, is that appetencies: the term and its description clearly refers to the Erasmus
Darwin concept of transmutation of species, as set out in Zoonomy. Paley argued that in any case he would report the urgency of an intelligent, forming mind, and that she had no evidence or comment on the process. Specifically, Darwin adopted a common idea of the inherited traits acquired, and Paley objected,
including the persistence of unused male warts, and the (discreetly given in Latin) effect of recrimination by not inheriting generations of Jews. [14] Throughout the book, Paley posed problems in cases or analogies that were presented in support of evolutionary interpretations or the doctrine of appetencies. It argued that
the Erasmus Darwin concept could only explain the adaptation directly related to the activity and does not explain the passive adjustment. [15] Opinions on Paley's arguments The Contemporary Acceptance of the Edinburgh Review of 1803 commented that [16] With less learning and less originality than some of his
followers [such as John Ray and William Derham, who are mentioned], it would be difficult to command his superior's judgment, or to pay attention to the holistic sagacity. With great reasoning and decision-making power, he also combined more moderation and liberalism of emotion than is usually found among
disputants; and added weight to his argument with a certain clarity and sobriety mode that is infinitely better calculated in order to create belief than sallies of ambitious alloys. [16] The review agreed with Paley that No man who thinks, imagines, can doubt that design marks exist in the universe and that either a single
case, such as the eye, would be persuasive, or there would be no amount of cases. Paley is being commenced for relying on mechanical phenomena rather than arguments about human intelligence. [16] Bible commentator William Jenks described the book in 1838 as a work that was very celebrated for the
righteousness of its reflections, and benevolence, good sense and the devotion that breathes it. [17] Charles Darwin and evolutionaries In the late 1830s, Charles Darwin reread paley's book. Additional information: Charles Darwin's biology studies at cambridge university included two more texts from Paley, and at the
final exams in January 1831 he was well caught up in questions about these texts. He had to stay until June, and read Paley's Natural Theology, as well as John Herschel's Preliminary Discourse on the study of natural philosophy and Alexander von Humboldt's personal narrative: these books inspired a fervent fervor to
explore natural history. After the Beagle Voyage, he began developing his theory of natural selection,[18][incomplete short quote] and in 1838 opened a notebook with a list of books to be read, including Paley's Nat. Theology. [19] In 1859, at the conclusion of the book On The Origin of Species, he told a friend: I think I've
hardly ever admired the book more than Paley's natural theology: I could have said it by heart almost before. [20] He later said in his autobiography that he was initially persuaded by the argument: Although I did not think much about the existence of a personal God until a much later period of my life, I will draw vague
conclusions here to which I have been ined. The old argument of design in nature, as paley put it, which I previously found so persuasive, fails now that the law of natural selection has been discovered. We can no longer claim that, for example, a beautiful shell wheel has made an intelligent creature, such as saving a
man's door. Looks like there's no more design. variability of organic creatures and in the activity of natural selection, as in the course of wind-blown. Everything in nature is the result of fixed laws.— Charles Darwin, Charles Darwin's autobiography[21] Contemporary Evolutional Biology In 1993, evolutionist biologist
Stephen Jay Gould compared Paley to Voltaire's Dr. Pangloss, a man who could argue every case (be it hopeless). Gould is stoned that Paley can claim that even the ai billion pains of gallstones or gouache can point to the kindness of a loving God, arguing that he felt so good when the pain stopped. Gould makes it
clear that Paley's argument is scientifically incorrect, but he says he respects it as a coherent and well-defended philosophy. Gould particularly respects Paley's method of identifying alternatives and then systematically makes them more difficult. Gould notes that Paley foresees lamarckist evolution and observes that men
have not lost their warts through tasting. However, writes Gould, Paley failed to think of one more alternative, natural selection, which has no purpose but only kills everything that works less well in every generation. [22] Evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins described himself as neo-Paleyan in The Blind Watchmaker
(1986), where, according to evolutionary biologist and humanist Julian Huxley, he argued that Paley's hour analogy does not recognise the difference between the complexity of living organisms and non-living objects. Living organisms can reproduce, so they can change to become more complex from generation to
generation. Inalive objects, such as clocks, can't withstand changes, so they never become more complex unless the clockmaker changes them. According to Dawkins, the comparison differs because of this important distinction. [24] Creationism Paley wrote decades before Darwin, wrote about the existence of God and
had nothing to say about evolution. Some contemporary creationists have changed the conclusion of his arguments that he would be killing evolution. As such, they were rejected by virtually all biologists. [25] Evolution has been widely accepted by scientists since Darwin,[26] and Darwin convinced the most educated
people that processes such as evolution are governed by natural laws. [27] This did not prevent Although creationists, such as those in the Intelligent Design movement (ID), would continue to use Paley's arguments:[25] Although the IDs claim that their spaces are different from paley's, I, unlike Paley, do not specify
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